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 “Lin Qingxuan nodded. “At our mother’s age, it can already be considered a funeral. Don’t be too sad.” ” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

“After saying that, Lin Qingxuan continued, “Have eldest brother, second brother, and third brother 

been notified? When will they arrive?” ” 

 

“Lin Jincheng said, “They’ve already been notified. They’re taking the nearest flight over. They’ll be back 

in about two to three hours.” ” 

 

“Lin Qingxuan asked, “Have you prepared the paper money firecrackers?” ” 

 

“Lin Jincheng said, “The Butler has already prepared them. The money for the journey will be burned 

after the eldest brother, second brother, and third brother return.” ” 

 

“The custom in the capital was to burn the money immediately after the person left. The money had to 

be burned by the children of the attendants. Otherwise, the deceased elderly would not be able to 

receive it, and the road to the underworld would not be stable. ” 

 

“After burning the money, the children could issue an obituary to their relatives and friends. After that, 

they would rest at home for three days before being sent to the crematorium. Their relatives and friends 

would send them off for the final journey. ” 

 

“Okay.”Lin Qingxuan nodded. “It’s fine as long as you’ve made the arrangements.” 

 

There were no major matters other than life and death. 

 

“Although Lin Jincheng had already made the arrangements for the situation, there were still many 

trivial matters that needed to be dealt with. Naturally, Lin Qingxuan could not be idle. ” 

 



“Xia Xiaoman hugged the child and chatted with Ye Shu. “Ah Shu, tell me about this person. It’s really 

like a dream. This old lady was fine yesterday, but she doesn’t know anything today.”Speaking of this.., 

xia Xiaoman also sighed endlessly. ” 

 

“Life was like a dream, a dream like life. ” 

 

“”Actually, life is just a matter of closing and opening one’s eyes.”Ye Shu sighed lightly. She raised her 

head to look at Xia Xiaoman and asked, “Fourth sister-in-law, do you still hate her?” ” 

 

“Hearing this, Xia Xiaoman’s expression was unclear, she looked at ye Shu and said, “It’s fake to say that 

you don’t hate her. You should know how she treated me back then, but she’s already gone. Let 

bygones be bygones. After all, she’s Qingxuan’s mother, ah Zhi’s grandmother.” ” 

 

There was no need for her to argue with someone who had already left. 

 

“You’re right.”Ye Shu looked into the distance. “Let bygones be bygones.” 

 

“”What About You?”Xia Xiaoman continued, “She hurt you more than I did. Do you still hate her?” ” 

 

“”I’m the same as you,”ye Shu replied. ” 

 

“Xia Xiaoman reached out and hugged ye Shu. “Actually, you’re the one who had it the hardest.” ” 

 

“Ye Shu said, “Fourth brother had it hard too.” ” 

 

Lin Qingxuan had felt guilty towards Zhao shuning for most of his life and had controlled him for most of 

his life. 

 

“Xia Xiaoman nodded, “This old lady is really not a simple character.”Her five sons were all famous big 

shots. Although she was a little pretentious, she had her ways, otherwise, she would not have raised her 

children so well. ” 

 



“Not long after, the other three brothers of the Lin family arrived. ” 

 

They had traveled a long way. 

 

“Now that everyone had arrived, the next step was to discuss the future generations of Old Lady Lin. The 

brothers and brothers of the Lin family were all important figures, and their children and grandchildren 

were not bad either. Old Lady Lin was also very happy and mournful, so the funeral naturally could not 

be too simplified. ” 

 

Old Lady Lin had five sons. 

 

“She had fourteen grandchildren and eight great-grandchildren. The whole family was young and old, 

and including the daughter-in-law and granddaughter-in-law, when all the brothers of the Lin family 

gathered, there would be a total of more than forty people. If it was not for the Lin family manor being 

so big.., it really couldn’t accommodate so many people. ” 

 

Children didn’t know what life and death was. A few children gathered together and played around. 

 

“Lin Yang, the grandson of the Lin family’s eldest, Lin Qingfan, was two years old this year. His 

understanding of life and death was even more vague. ” 

 

“Lin Yang looked at Old Lady Lin who was lying in the ice coffin and looked at Wu Mei curiously. 

“Grandma, do you have to lie there even if you die?” ” 

 

“Yes.”Wu Mei nodded. 

 

“Lin Yang continued, “Will great-grandma come back in the future?” ” 

 

“”No,”Wu Mei answered. ” 

 

“Lin Yang frowned slightly and asked, “Why not? I want great-grandma to come back.” ” 

 



“Wu Mei explained, “People will grow old and die. Your GREAT-GRANDMA has already left and will 

never come back.” ” 

 

“Then where will she go?”Lin Yang continued to ask. 

 

“Wu Mei said, “To heaven.” ” 

 

“Heaven?”Lin Yang’s eyes lit up. 

 

“Yes.”Wu Mei nodded. 

 

“Lin Yang continued, “I saw Heaven in the cartoons. It was so fun! Grandma, I want to die too and see 

what heaven looks like!” ” 

 

“As soon as he said this, Wu Mei immediately reached out and covered Lin Yang’s mouth. “My little 

ancestor, you can’t say such things! Children’s words are Fearless!” ” 

 

“”Why? Grandma, do you mean you can go to Heaven after you die? I want to go to Heaven Too!”Lin 

Yang said. ” 
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Wu Mei immediately picked up Lin Yang and walked out of the mourning hall. 

 

“Seeing that Wu Mei’s expression was not right, ye Zhuo asked, “Aunt, what’s Wrong?” ” 

 

“It’s all because of this little ancestor! I’m so angry!”Wu Mei lowered her voice and told ye Zhuo what 

had happened. 



 

“Ye Zhuo said, “A child is not sensible. It’s okay for children to speak without fear.” ” 

 

“”Mei!”At that moment, Lin Qingfan’s voice came from the air. ” 

 

“What’s Wrong?”Wu Mei turned around. 

 

“Come here for a moment. I have something to talk to you about!” 

 

“Wu Mei was about to carry the child over when ye Zao stretched out his hand towards Wu Mei. 

“Auntie, give Yang Yang to me. I’ll explain to her.” ” 

 

“”Okay.”Wu Mei handed the child to ye Zao. “Zao, I’ll have to Trouble You Then.” ” 

 

“We’re all family.” 

 

“Little Lin Yang immediately hugged ye Zao’s neck tightly and said coquettishly, “I like fairy auntie the 

most!” ” 

 

Ye Zao carried Lin Yang and walked out. 

 

“Lin Yang asked curiously, “Auntie, why can great grandma go to Heaven but I can’t?” ” 

 

“Ye Zao explained, “Because once you go to that place, you’ll never come back.” ” 

 

“Why?” 

 

“”There are two states of being human. The first state is to be alive, and the second state is to be 

dead…” ” 

 



Ye Zhuo was just halfway through his explanation when Cen Shaoqing’s voice sounded from behind him. 

 

“Leader!” 

 

Ye Zhuo looked back. “Weren’t you busy in front?” 

 

“I’m not busy now.”Cen Shaoqing’s gaze landed on Lin Yang. This Little Brat’s hand was actually placed 

on ye Zhuo’s collar. 

 

He was really too bold. 

 

He did not even dare to put his hand on this place normally! 

 

He was so angry! 

 

Cen Shaoqing stretched out his hand. “Let me carry him.” 

 

Lin Yang immediately hugged ye Zao tightly. “I don’t want you to carry me! I want to be carried by Aunt 

Fairy!” 

 

Cen Shaoqing was dressed in black and had a cold expression on his face. It was obvious that he was not 

to be trifled with. 

 

“Although Lin Yang was young, he had a good eye. ” 

 

He knew who was to be trifled with and who was not to be trifled with. 

 

“When Cen Shaoqing saw him like this, he became even angrier. If this little fellow was his son, he would 

have thrown him straight into the trash can! ” 

 



Cen Shaoqing took out a beautifully wrapped candy from his pocket. “I have candy.” 

 

“When he saw the Rainbow Candy Wrapper, Lin Yang’s eyes lit up. “Big Brother, Hug Me! I like you so 

much!” ” 

 

Big Brother? 

 

Cen Shaoqing furrowed his brows when he heard this form of address. 

 

“If Lin Yang called Ye Zhuo Big Brother and called him Uncle, then wouldn’t he be in the same generation 

as him? Would he have to call ye Zhuo aunt instead? ” 

 

That wouldn’t do! 

 

“”Call me uncle,”Cen Shaoqing said as he stroked Lin Yang’s head. ” 

 

“”You’re clearly Big Brother.”Lin Yang remembered his mother’s teachings. If he met a handsome uncle 

on the road, he had to call him Big Brother. ” 

 

“”Uncle.”CEN Shaoqing continued, “Call me uncle and I’ll Hug You.” ” 

 

“Of course, calling him Uncle sounded even better. ” 

 

But Cen Shaoqing only dared to think about it in his heart. 

 

Lin Yang immediately changed his words. “Uncle.” 

 

Cen Shaoqing reached out and took Lin Yang. 

 

Ye Zhuo followed behind. 



 

“From behind, the scene looked a little warm. The three of them even looked like a family of three. ” 

 

“After the Lin Brothers officially issued their obituaries, people came to pay their respects from time to 

time. ” 

 

“The five brothers and wives of the Lin family stood at the main entrance of the manor, welcoming the 

crowd. ” 

 

“The descendants of the Lin family wore mourning clothes and knelt in front of the mourning hall, 

looking a little majestic. ” 

 

“After all, in this era, many people were only children. It was really rare to meet such a large family. ” 

 

“Old Lady Lin’s funeral was especially grand, and there was an endless stream of people coming to pay 

their respects. ” 

 

“Old Lady Cen stood in front of the mourning hall and looked at her old friend lying in the hotel. Her 

heart suddenly felt empty. Although she usually despised Old Lady Lin and even called her an old white 

lotus, now that Old Lady Lin had really left.., she was very sad. ” 

 

This feeling was very strange. 

 

“After all, Old Mrs. Lin and she were from the same era. ” 

 

She still remembered Old Mrs. Lin’s appearance when she was young. 

 

“At that time, she and old Mrs. Lin were good friends. ” 

 

“Old Mrs. Cen stood in front of the mourning hall, with red eyes, she said, “It’s said that disasters last for 

a thousand years. Why did you leave first? “But it’s good that you left first. Remember to help me scout 



the way. You know me. I’m most afraid of the dark… … But I don’t want to leave yet. Don’t come and 

scare me at night … .. ” 

 

She wanted to see Cen Shaoqing and ye Zao enter the Hall of marriage with her own eyes. 

 

“Old Mrs. Cen rambled on and said a lot of things, then she said, “If you see Cen Lao er down there, you 

must help me ask him why he wants to be Chen Shimei! “Also, I want to divorce him! You tell him to get 

ready, and when I get there, immediately go through the divorce procedures!” ” 
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Cen Lao er was Cen Lao Zi. 

 

“In the past, the Cen family’s Old Master had adopted a child, then Cen Lao Zi. ” 

 

“As she spoke, Cen Lao Zi’s eyes became redder and redder. She wiped away her tears, then, she said, 

“Originally, I could have been a little sadder, but who asked you to act like that for the rest of your life! 

Forget it, forget it. You’ve already left, so why should I bother with you? ! “It’s my fault for calling you 

old white lotus in the past. Please don’t scare me at Night!” ” 

 

“As she finished speaking, Old Madam Cen walked to the front of the hotel and looked at her old friend 

lying in the ice coffin. Her expression was very complicated. ” 

 

Old Madam Lin’s body had always been fine. She left just like that without even saying goodbye. Did this 

mean something? 

 

“What if one day, just like Old Lady Lin, something unexpected happened to her? ” 

 

Old Lady Lin Sighed deeply. 

 



“She was not afraid of death, but she had yet to see Cen Shaoqing get married and have a child. ” 

 

How could she leave? 

 

“Old Lady Cen continued, “If there is a spirit in heaven, please bless me not to be like you. I want to see 

Shaoqing and Luoluo get married. Luoluo is your only granddaughter. You definitely can’t bear to see 

her sad, right? “Let me tell you, Luoluo likes me the most as a grandmother! “If I leave first, she will 

definitely be very sad!” ” 

 

“Then it’s a deal. You must protect me!” 

 

“After saying a few words and bowing in front of old Mrs. Lin’s spirit, old Mrs. Cen turned around and 

left. ” 

 

The custom in the capital was to go to the front hall to have a bowl of tea after mourning the deceased. 

 

A group of people gathered in the front hall. 

 

“After drinking the tea, Old Mrs. Cen went to the garden for a stroll. She happened to bump into Cen 

Shaoqing and ye Zhuo chatting with their children in the garden. ” 

 

“Looking from afar, the scene was somewhat harmonious. Old Mrs. Cen could even see through this 

scene what it would be like if she had a great-grandson in the future. ” 

 

It would definitely be as warm as it was now. 

 

“The sadness in Old Mrs. Cen’s heart instantly faded a lot. The corners of her mouth rose slightly, and 

she suddenly felt that death was not so scary anymore. ” 

 

“After all, she had already seen what she wanted to see. ” 

 



“Three days later, Old Mrs. Lin was officially buried. ” 

 

The funeral procession was very long. 

 

“Coincidentally, the originally sunny weather actually started to rain the moment everyone arrived at 

the cemetery. ” 

 

“The Daoist priest dressed in bright yellow Daoist robes pinched his fingers and said, “From a feng shui 

point of view, the wealth of the water level coincides with the rain when the old lady is buried. This 

means that the old lady is a person of great fortune. The future generations will have good weather and 

good fortune along the way!” ” 

 

People naturally liked to listen to auspicious words. 

 

“Under the Taoist priest’s words, some people even stopped holding umbrellas, hoping to get more rain. 

” 

 

“After all, rain was equal to wealth. Getting more rain was equal to getting more wealth. ” 

 

… 

 

“In the blink of an eye, a month had passed. ” 

 

Ye Zao was very busy during this period of time. He often stayed at Mount Mars for three to five days. 

 

“As the oasis project was approaching, everyone was keeping an eye on the CEN base. At this critical 

moment, the project could not have any problems. ” 

 

Everyone was waiting for ye Zao to announce the success of the OASIS project. 

 

“Of course, there would also be objections. ” 



 

“After all, ye Zao wanted to transform Mars. ” 

 

What kind of place was Mars? 

 

“There was no air, and the temperature was as low AS-63 degrees Celsius. The mass was only 14% of 

Earth’s, and the gravitational acceleration was only 40% of Earth’s. In such an environment, ye Zao 

would not be able to nurture any green plants no matter what. ” 

 

“Seeing that there was only a week left until the OASIS Project’s planning period, and there was still no 

news from Mars, country C and Country L began to stir, the Science and technology website was full of 

topics about Professor YC’s OASIS project plan. ” 

 

“[ how grand the launch of the aircraft carrier was back then, how terrible the fall of YC will be now! ] ” 

 

“[ in the blink of an eye, so much time has passed! I always thought that the launch of the aircraft carrier 

was yesterday. ] ” 

 

“[ what can I say? It has been two years. Other than China, no other country has developed a second 

aircraft carrier that shocked the world. As the first country in technology, China is a model for us to learn 

from. ]. [ instead of slander, some results do not exist just because of slander. ] ” 

 

[ do you know that there is a word in China called Licking Dogs? ] 

 

“[ licking until the end, nothing. ] ” 

 

“[ YC’s results are undeniable. She is the first in technology, so it is undeniable. However, everyone has 

to admit that in recent years, YC did not have any other achievements other than the aircraft carrier. 

Now, it seems that the Mars project has been ruined. ] ” 

 

“[ is the person above joking? What do you mean there are no other achievements other than the 

aircraft carrier project? One aircraft carrier can directly ascend to godhood, okay? In ancient China, 

people like her had to set up temples to ascend to Godhood! ] ” 
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“[ what the person above said is not an exaggeration at all. You have always thought that the aircraft 

carrier plan is nothing, and even think that YC has run out of ideas. But have you ever thought about 

why, other than YC, there is no other country that has built a second aircraft carrier? Because of this 

aircraft carrier, China has already surpassed country C for more than 50 years! Is it that hard to admit 

that others are outstanding? ] ” 

 

“After the aircraft carrier came into being, China directly became the world’s largest country. ” 

 

“YC also became the first person in technology, a big shot that could not be surpassed. Countless 

countries tried to rope YC in with superior conditions to change their nationality, but in the end, it was 

all for naught. ” 

 

“If such an achievement was placed in ancient times, it was indeed necessary to set up a temple to 

ascend to godhood. ” 

 

“Although the times were different now, her achievements would still be recorded in history for future 

generations to learn from. ” 

 

“[ who said that YC’s achievements were only aircraft carriers? ]? As far as I knew, ZY Technology Co. , 

Ltd. was YC’s. Other than YC, who else could invent clothes that could adjust the temperature? Those 

people who secretly complained about YC behind the screen, did you look down at Yourselves? ] ” 

 

“Also, according to the statistics of the netizens, YC already had a bunch of unknown aliases ” 

 

Let’s get down to business. What we’re discussing now is whether or not the OASIS project can be 

successfully completed. What are you all talking about 

 



“I suspect that they were all hired by YC to clean up YC’s name. Two years ago, the Mars Oasis project 

was very popular, and YC was the first person in technology. There was never the word ‘Lose’in her 

dictionary. If she lost this time, how would she face her parents in Jiangdong ” 

 

“There’s still a week before the official announcement. I’d like to see how those dogs will deal with 

themselves if the oasis project fails.” 

 

“For a time, the internet was abuzz with discussions. ” 

 

Some foreign media outlets were also following up on the news of the OASIS project. They had even 

arranged for spies to enter the Cen family base. 

 

“These people had yellow skin and black hair, and they had Asian faces. It was impossible to tell whether 

they were Chinese or Japanese. ” 

 

“China had stood too high in the past. If the Mars project was successfully announced, then China’s 

status in the world would rise to another level. Therefore, the surrounding countries were all looking 

forward to the failure of the official announcement of the project. ” 

 

“In addition, since the day of the implementation of the OASIS project, it was almost the official 

announcement date, but there was still no news at all. Everyone was even more certain that the oasis 

project was a failure. ” 

 

“If the OASIS project went well, the CEN base would not have no news at all. ” 

 

No news was the best news. 

 

How would YC end up this time? 

 

… 

 

“At the same time, on Mars. ” 



 

Ye Zhuo was wearing a thick and heavy isolation suit as she stood in the laboratory. 

 

“She was slender and tall. Even though she was wearing a thick and heavy isolation suit, it could not hide 

her slender legs. She had an extraordinary temperament. ” 

 

Yu Zifei stood behind her and reported the experimental data. 

 

The others were working in an orderly manner. 

 

“The official announcement date of the OASIS project was about to arrive. During this period of time, 

the laboratory was especially busy to prepare for the official announcement. After all, the official 

announcement faced the public all over the world, so there could not be the slightest mistake. ” 

 

“After reporting all the data, Yu Zifei handed the document in her hand to Ye Zhuo. “Miss Ye, take a 

look. If there’s no problem, you can sign it directly.” ” 

 

“There’s no problem.”Ye Zhuo took the document and opened his red lips slightly. “I’ll sign it later. Come 

to my office in ten minutes.” 

 

“Okay.”Yu Zifei nodded. 

 

Ye Zhuo turned around and walked towards his office. 

 

“After ye Zhuo left, Yu Zifei looked at his assistant beside him. “Go and tell Dr. Zhang that I might have to 

go to the experimental plot later.” ” 

 

“Okay.”The assistant nodded. 

 

“Yu Zifei didn’t notice that after he turned around, his assistant’s eyes lit up. ” 

 



“As long as ye Zao signed the document, the OASIS project wouldn’t be able to be officially announced. ” 

 

“The outside world said that ye Zao had a graceful bearing and was better than the man. But now, it 

seemed that he was only so-so. No one in the huge laboratory noticed his abnormality. ” 

 

He was simply a weakling. 

 

“China, that was all there was to it. ” 

 

“Ye Zao’s aircraft carrier project was already at its peak. In the future, there would definitely be no more 

incidents that could surpass the aircraft carrier project. Sooner or later, someone else would catch up to 

him. ” 

 

“Thinking of this, the assistant’s face was full of sarcasm. ” 

 

“After a moment, he turned around and left the laboratory. ” 

 

On the other side. 

 

Yu Zifei came to the office. 

 

Ye Zao handed the signed document to Yu Zifei. “This has already been signed.” 

 

“Okay.”Yu Zifei reached out and took the document. 

 

“Ye Zhuo continued, “Are there any other problems at the experimental plot?” ” 
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Yu Zifei shook his head. “There are no other problems for the time being. You Don’t have to worry with 

Professor Zhang Around.” 

 

“”En.”Ye Zhuo summoned a certain someone to look at Yu Zifei and continued, “How long has it been 

since you’ve gone back?” ” 

 

“Yu Zifei was stunned at first, then said, “About three to four months.” ” 

 

“”Let’s go back today,”ye Zhuo said. ” 

 

“”Go back today?”Yu Zifei looked at Ye Zao, his eyes full of shock. ” 

 

“It was the official date soon, and there were a lot of things to deal with at the Mars base. How could he 

go back at this critical moment. ” 

 

Ye Zao nodded slightly. “We can give your parents a surprise when we go back this year. I’ve seen your 

information. Your Mother’s birthday should be today.” 

 

“After hearing this, Yu Zifei was stunned. He had been busy working all day, so how could he still 

remember that today was his mother’s birthday. ” 

 

“”Go back.”Ye Zhuo continued, “As a son, I should give my mother a surprise on mother’s difficult day.” 

” 

 

“But I’m so busy now…”Yu Zifei was a little hesitant. 

 

Ye Zhuo smiled and patted Yu Zifei’s shoulder. “It’s fine. Go back. There’s nothing to be busy with. You 

just have to come back before 6 o’clock tomorrow night.” 

 

“Yu Zifei was a little touched. “Thank you, Miss Ye.” ” 



 

“Go on.” 

 

“Yu Zifei continued, “I’ll send this document to Dr. Zhang and then go back.” ” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

Yu Zifei sent the document to Dr. Zhang and also talked about going home. 

 

“Dr. Zhang smiled and said, “Then you should hurry back. It’s not easy for Miss Ye to give you a break.” ” 

 

“”Okay.”Yu Zifei nodded. “Dr. Zhang, if you have any questions, just contact me directly or tell Xiaowen.” 

” 

 

Wen Zhi was Yu Zifei’s assistant. 

 

“”Okay.”At the mention of Wen Zhi, professor Zhang seemed to have thought of something. He 

continued, “That Xiaowen seems to be a little off. Have you noticed?” ” 

 

“What’s Wrong?”Yu Zifei asked. 

 

“Professor Zhang Thought for a moment. “It’s just a little off. I can’t tell what’s wrong, but it feels a little 

strange.” ” 

 

“Then, professor Zhang added, “Captain Yu, don’t you feel anything at all?” ” 

 

“Yu Zifei shook his head and said, “No.” ” 

 



“Professor Zhang scratched his head and said, “Then it’s possible that I was wrong. But Captain Yu, you 

have to be careful. I feel that Xiao Wen is different from before. At such a critical time, you can’t make a 

mistake!” ” 

 

“Although Xiao Wen’s status in the Mars base was not high, sometimes a single piece of rat poop could 

ruin a pot of porridge. ” 

 

There were some things that needed more attention. 

 

“Yu Zifei smiled and said, “Professor Zhang, don’t worry. Xiao Wen has been following me for a long 

time. I know very well what kind of person he is.” ” 

 

“Since Yu Zifei had said so, it was useless for professor Zhang to say anything more. He could only smile 

and say, “Alright, maybe I am really overthinking things.” ” 

 

“After all, Yu Zifei was the leader of Wen Zhi. If even Yu Zifei did not discover any problems, what could 

he possibly discover? ” 

 

“Yu Zifei looked at professor Zhang and said, “Everyone’s nerves have been tense during this period of 

time. Professor Zhang, if you have time, you should take a good rest.” ” 

 

“Okay.”Professor Zhang nodded. 

 

“Yu Zifei continued, “Then I’ll go back first. It’s My Mom’s birthday. I want to go back and cook for my 

mom.” ” 

 

“”Okay, you should go back quickly!”Professor Zhang said. ” 

 

Yu Zifei turned around and left. 

 

“Professor Zhang looked at Yu Zifei’s back and said in a low voice, “Maybe I’m really too tired recently! 

Forget it, forget it, I don’t care!” ” 



 

“After saying that, professor Zhang also turned around and left. ” 

 

“Little did he know that after the two of them left, Wen Zhi walked out from the side with a proud smile 

on his face. ” 

 

Two idiots. 

 

Especially Yu Zifei. 

 

“As expected of someone who was handpicked by Ye Zao. With this level of skill, Dr. Zhang had already 

reminded him so clearly, but Yu Zifei did not take his words to heart at all. ” 

 

He was quite afraid of Dr. Zhang at first. 

 

Now it seemed that there was no need for that at all. 

 

“After all, Ye Zao had already signed the document. ” 

 

Wen Zhi’s smile became more and more obvious. He picked up the custom-made communicator and 

sent a message. 

 

That’s right. 

 

Wen Zhi was a spy sent by C Nation. 

 

His final plan was to overturn the entire oasis project. 

 

“At present, half of his plan had been completed. ” 

 



“C nation and Ye Zhuo were not ordinary enemies, but irreconcilable enemies. Back then, because of the 

BET Agreement on the aircraft carrier project, C Nation’s technological base was directly taken over by 

Ye Zhuo. ” 

 

“So far, C country still did not have its own science and technology base. ” 
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“Meanwhile, Ye Zao had no intention of returning the right to use the base to country C. ” 

 

“Ye Zao’s action had turned country C, the world’s largest country, into a laughingstock. ” 

 

“This time, they had to make use of the oasis project to make ye Zao Fall from the clouds completely. 

Then, they would take the opportunity to take back country C’s scientific research base and redeem 

themselves! ” 

 

On the other side. 

 

“When Yu Zifei reached home, his parents were not at home. ” 

 

“Fortunately, he had the keys to the house. ” 

 

“After going home and taking a shower, Yu Zifei went to the nearby supermarket and bought some of 

his parents’favorite dishes. After going home, he began to show off his skills. ” 

 

“In fact, Yu Zifei was not very good at cooking. After all, he was a grown man. In addition, he was busy 

with work, so he rarely had time to cook. ” 

 



“Although the taste was not very good, it was still edible. Today was Yu’s mother’s birthday, so it could 

be considered a token of appreciation from him as a son. ” 

 

“As soon as Yu Zifei’s parents returned home, they felt that there was something wrong with the house. 

” 

 

There was a rustling sound in the kitchen. 

 

Was there a burglar in the house? 

 

This was the first reaction of Yu Zifei’s parents. 

 

“After all, Yu Zifei had not returned for four to five months, so both of them subconsciously forgot about 

their son. ” 

 

“Father Yu and mother Yu looked at each other. Then, they tacitly picked up a high-heeled shoe from 

the shoe rack and walked towards the kitchen. ” 

 

“The more they walked into the kitchen, the more obvious the sound became. ” 

 

It must have been a burglar! 

 

“Father Yu held mother Yu’s hand and said in a low voice, “I’ll go. You wait here. If anything happens to 

me, you should quickly run out and call the police.” ” 

 

“Mother Yu swallowed nervously. “Then, then be careful!” ” 

 

“”Don’t worry, I know.”Father Yu patted mother Yu’s hand. ” 

 

“Then, father Yu carefully walked into the kitchen. ” 



 

“As soon as he entered the kitchen, he saw a tall figure busy with work. ” 

 

Father Yu was stunned. Why did this figure look so familiar? 

 

“Just as Father Yu was about to raise his high heels and smash his head, the person who was standing in 

front of the stove suddenly turned around and saw Father Yu. Yu Zifei was shocked, “Dad? When did you 

come back? Why isn’t there any sound?” ” 

 

Father Yu looked at Yu Zifei in disbelief. “Zifei!” 

 

“Mother Yu also ran in at this time and said in surprise, “Zifei is back!” ” 

 

“Then, there was a loving hug. ” 

 

“Mother Yu was very excited after not seeing her son for nearly half a year. “Zifei, when did you come 

back? Why didn’t you inform me in advance? You haven’t come back for a long time. Mom will buy 

more delicious food for you to eat!” ” 

 

“As she finished speaking, mother Yu turned to Father Yu. “Go and buy some vegetables! Buy More 

seafood and a pork belly. Zifei likes that.” ” 

 

“”There’s no need for that. The meal is almost ready,”said Yu Zifei. ” 

 

“You’re done?”Mother Yu was very surprised. 

 

Yu Zifei nodded. “Yes.” 

 

“Mother Yu rebuked, “You Child, you’ve only been in the kitchen a few times. How Can You Cook! You 

can call me if I’m not at home!” ” 

 



“”Mom, did you forget something?”Yu Zifei asked with a smile. ” 

 

“What is it?”Yu Zifei’s mother asked. 

 

“Yu Zifei turned to look at Father Yu. “Dad, you forgot too?” ” 

 

Father Yu was also stunned. He turned to look at Mother Yu. The two of them looked at each other and 

saw confusion in each other’s eyes. 

 

“What exactly is it?”Yu Zifei’s mother asked. 

 

“Yu Zifei continued, “Mother, it’s your birthday today.” ” 

 

“Hearing this, father Yu slapped his forehead. “How could I have forgotten about this!” ” 

 

“Yu Zifei continued, “That’s why Miss Ye gave me a day off to come back and celebrate your birthday.” ” 

 

“Hearing this, mother Yu was moved and said, “Miss Ye, you’re really thoughtful.” ” 

 

“Nowadays, it was hard to find a good leader like ye Zhuo. ” 

 

“Yu Zifei continued, “Father, mother, quickly go to the dining room. I’m almost done with the meal. 

When I bring it to the table, we can start eating.” ” 

 

“Father Yu smiled and said, “Today is your mother’s birthday. Let your mother cook and sit. I’ll go with 

you to serve the dishes.” ” 

 

“Yu Zifei’s mother also wanted to help, but she was pushed out by Father Yu. ” 

 



“In the kitchen, Yu Zifei secretly slipped father Yu a jewelry box. “You can give this to my mother later. 

Tell her it’s a surprise for her.” ” 

 

“Father Yu was stunned. “But didn’t you buy this for Your Mother?”Father Yu was a very straight man. 

He had been married to mother Yu for so many years, but he had never taken the initiative to give her a 

bouquet of flowers or buy a piece of jewelry. ” 

 

“Yu Zifei smiled. “You and my mother haven’t given her a gift for so many years. Don’t you want to give 

my mother a surprise? Besides, isn’t what I bought the same as what you bought?” ” 
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“Hearing this, Father Yu was a little speechless and said, “We’re already an old married couple, what 

kind of surprise do you want?” ” 

 

“”Dad, other than a surprise, there’s also a sense of ceremony. Mom has worked hard for so many 

years. You know what kind of temper you usually have.”Yu Zifei continued, “Only my mom can tolerate 

you. If it were anyone else, they would probably have divorced long ago.” ” 

 

“You Little Brat!”Father Yu kicked Yu Zifei. 

 

“”You father and son haven’t come out. What are you talking about in the kitchen?”At this moment, 

mother Yu’s voice came from the dining room. ” 

 

“Hearing this, father yu immediately replied, “Nothing, nothing. We’ll serve the dishes immediately!” ” 

 

“After saying this, father Yu put away the jewelry box and pretended that nothing had happened. He 

carried the dishes to the dining room. ” 

 

Yu Zifei followed closely behind. 



 

“There was plenty of time. Yu Zifei cooked five dishes and a soup. Although his cooking skills were not 

that good, he could still see it. It was not as eye-catching as he had imagined. ” 

 

“Mother Yu smiled and said, “Zifei is really amazing! He actually made so many dishes.” ” 

 

Yu Zifei picked up a drumstick for mother Yu. “Please try the taste of this drumstick.” 

 

“”Okay.”Mother Yu nodded and lowered her head to take a bite. She smiled and said, “Good, it’s very 

good. It’s much better than what I made!” ” 

 

“Yu Zifei picked up another drumstick for Father Yu. “Dad, you should try it too.” ” 

 

“Father Yu took a bite. His expression was inexplicable. He turned to look at Mother Yu and saw that she 

was eating happily. He smiled and said, “Your mother is right. This drumstick is not good either. It’s even 

better than what your mother made!” ” 

 

“”Really?”Yu Zifei felt that it was not easy to get his parents’approval. He continued, “I’ll try one too.” ” 

 

Father Yu immediately blocked Yu Zifei’s chopsticks and smiled. “Of course you have to keep such 

delicious food for your mother and me. You can eat something else.” 

 

Mother Yu nodded. “It just so happens that your father has been on a diet recently. Let him eat more 

chicken.” 

 

“Since mother Yu had said so, father Yu could only nod with tears in his eyes. ” 

 

“At the dinner table, they were having a good time. ” 

 

“While they were chatting and laughing, father yu asked curiously, “By the way, zifei, how is the 

completion of Miss Ye’s Mars Oasis Project coming along? I see that the international news section has 

been publishing this news for the past few days.” ” 



 

Transforming Mars was not a simple matter. 

 

“As early as ten years ago, country C had used a Mars rover to land on Mars. According to research, 

Mars was not suitable for human survival. ” 

 

“Ever since ye Zao announced the Oasis Project, there had been a lot of people waiting to see ye Zao 

and China make a fool of themselves. ” 

 

“Yu Zifei was a member of the OASIS project team. As a father and a Chinese, he certainly did not want 

the oasis project to fail. ” 

 

“After saying that, Yu Zifei’s father continued, “Especially country C, I think they can’t wait to see Miss 

Ye make a fool of herself. During this period of time, you must be careful not to drop the ball at the most 

critical moment!” ” 

 

“”En.”Yu Zifei nodded and continued, “I’m not at liberty to reveal the specifics. In short, Miss Ye will 

definitely not disappoint everyone.” ” 

 

“That’s good.”Father Yu nodded and sighed. “Miss Ye is really amazing!” 

 

“Although he had only met ye Zao once, Father Yu still had a deep impression of ye Zao. ” 

 

“Before ye Zao, Father Yu thought that ye Zao was a middle-aged woman who was even older than him. 

However, he never expected that not only was ye Zao Young, he was even younger than Yu Zifei. ” 

 

“However, it was this kind of young lady who had actually completed the miracle of an aircraft carrier 

ascending into the sky and surpassing the speed of light. ” 

 

“Because of this, Dr. YC’s good name was already known to the whole nation. ” 

 



“Not only did ye Zao appear in the history books of the country, but he also appeared in the history 

books of some foreign countries. ” 

 

“Mother Yu continued, “Is your Miss Ye married now?” ” 

 

“Yu Zifei shook his head. “Not yet, but it should be soon.” ” 

 

“Miss Ye is about to get married. Shouldn’t your matters be put on the agenda?”Mother Yu changed the 

topic and turned to Yu Zifei. 

 

“Yu Zifei smiled and said, “Alright, I’ll Hold On Tight.” ” 

 

“”You should have held on tight.”Mother Yu continued, “I went to the morning market to see your uncle 

Lin this morning. Guess what I Saw?” ” 

 

“Yu Zifei said, “His grandson knows how to be a bystander?” ” 

 

“”What do you mean by a bystander? His grandson is already in the first grade!”Mother Yu continued, 

“Wang Long is the same age as you. Don’t let him become a grandfather and you don’t even know 

where your son is!” ” 

 

“”Yes, yes, yes. I understand,”Yu Zifei replied. ” 

 

“Mother Yu continued, “Every Time I urge you, you are always like this. You have to remember this in 

your heart.” ” 
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“Okay.”Yu Zifei nodded. 



 

Yu Zifei’s mother didn’t say anything more. 

 

“After dinner, Yu Zifei brought a cake and lit a candle. The father and son worked together to sing a 

happy birthday song to Yu Zifei’s mother. ” 

 

The candlelight reflected Yu Zifei’s mother’s smiling face. 

 

This was the most meaningful birthday she had in more than fifty years. 

 

“Yu Zifei smiled and said, “Mom, close your eyes and make a wish.” ” 

 

“”Okay.”Yu Zifei’s mother put her hands together, closed her eyes, and began to make a wish. ” 

 

“Yu Zifei immediately used his eyes to signal for Father Yu to send a gift. Although Father Yu was a little 

straight, he was not a fool. He could naturally read Yu Zifei’s eyes. He immediately took out a gift from 

his pocket. When Yu Zifei’s mother opened her eyes.., she smiled and said, “Zhifang, happy birthday. 

This is the birthday gift I prepared for you.” ” 

 

“Mother Yu was stunned for a moment before she continued, “You… you prepared this for me?” ” 

 

“Hearing this, although father Yu felt a little guilty, he still pretended to be calm. “Yes, I specially bought 

it for you.” ” 

 

“But didn’t you just say that you forgot my birthday?”Mother Yu questioned. 

 

“Yu Zifei smiled and replied, “Dad wanted to give you a surprise.” ” 

 

“Yes.”Father Yu immediately nodded in agreement. 

 



“Mother Yu took father Yu’s gift. For some reason, her eyes were slightly red. She had been with Father 

Yu for so many years, and this was the first time father Yu had given her a gift. ” 

 

“Seeing his wife like this, father Yu felt a little ashamed. ” 

 

“The next day, Yu Zifei rushed back to Mars. ” 

 

Everything was going according to plan. 

 

Wen Zhi was also reporting to his superiors every day. 

 

At the same time. 

 

In C Nation. 

 

“Mi Jia Di sat in front of her office and looked at the information Wen Zhi sent over. She frowned slightly 

and turned to look at her companion beside her. She said hesitantly, “Do you think that something is 

wrong?” ” 

 

Kevin turned around. “What’s Wrong?” 

 

“”According to Ye Zhuo’s IQ, she should have noticed something.”Mi Jia Di felt that everything was going 

too smoothly. ” 

 

“After all, Ye Zao was also the person who created the lightspeed aircraft carrier. ” 

 

“Upon hearing this, Kevin Laughed Softly, “You’re thinking too much. There is a saying in China that says 

that the wisest will be hurt. This saying is very suitable to describe ye Zao. No matter how powerful ye 

Zao is, she is only a woman. Moreover, if she really discovered something, she would definitely not be as 

calm as she is now! “The press conference is in six days. Unless she is a fool, she will not move!” ” 

 



“”What you said makes some sense, but I am still a little worried.”Mi Jiadi continued, “Is this Wen Zhi 

Reliable?” ” 

 

“”Don’t worry, he is absolutely reliable!”Kevin continued, “His entire family is in my hands.” ” 

 

“Wen Zhi took a large sum of money from Kevin and then moved his entire family to C country. Unless 

Wen Zhi did not want to live anymore, otherwise, he would not betray him. ” 

 

“Moreover, Kevin had also installed a chip in Wen Zhi’s body. ” 

 

“Okay.”Mi Jia di nodded. 

 

“Kevin smiled and said, “I understand your current mood. It’s normal to be anxious, but I can tell you 

with certainty that your worries are unnecessary. We just need to wait for the press conference in six 

days.” ” 

 

“Six days later, they would be able to see ye Zao Fall. ” 

 

“When that time came, the scene would definitely be very exciting! ” 

 

“Thinking of this, the corners of Kevin’s mouth curled up. ” 

 

“At this moment, Kevin received another message. ” 

 

“Hearing the beeping sound, Mi Jiadi immediately turned around and asked, “Is it from Wenzhi?” ” 

 

Kevin nodded. 

 

“What did he say?”Mi Jiadi immediately asked. 

 



“Kevin looked at the communication device and was instantly overjoyed. He smiled and said, “The 

vegetation on Mars has already shown a large area of death. Now, Ye Zao is scratching his ears and 

cheeks to find the reason!” ” 

 

Ye Zao probably did not even dream that she was the cause of all this. 

 

“Really?”Mi Jiadi was also very excited after hearing the news. 

 

“Kevin nodded. “Wen Zhi sent it. Look, there’s another video.” ” 

 

“In the video, the originally flourishing vegetation on Mars was withering at the speed of light. The small 

animals that were resting in the forest were also falling one after another. ” 

 

“It was originally a very sad video, but when Mi Jia Di saw this, she could not help but laugh out loud. ” 

 

“All her hard work had been destroyed overnight. At this time, Ye Zhuo must be devastated! ” 

 

“If it was not for the fear of exposing Wen Zhi, Kevin would have immediately sent this video to the 

news media. ” 
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Now was not the best time. 

 

“Ye Zao was like an unkillable cockroach. If Wen Zhi was exposed at this time, the plan would definitely 

change. ” 

 

“No matter what, they could not let ye Zao stand up this time! ” 

 



“A moment later, MI Jiadi turned to look at Kevin. “Are you sure this is true?” ” 

 

“After dealing with ye Zao for more than two years, Mi Jia Di knew that ye Zao would not be so easily 

fooled. ” 

 

Farewell was just a wild joy in the end. 

 

“Hearing this, Kevin’s face was full of speechlessness. ” 

 

It was not true? 

 

“If it was not true, how could it be fake? ” 

 

Ye Zao could not sacrifice the plants that had survived on Mars to put on an act with them! 

 

Unless ye Zao went crazy! 

 

This was simply a fantasy. 

 

Mi Jiadi narrowed her eyes. 

 

“Kevin smiled and said, “Doctor, don’t worry. As long as ye Zao has a brain, he won’t do such a thing.” ” 

 

“If ye Zao really did such a thing, he could only say that ye Zao was too stupid. ” 

 

Mi Jiadi nodded. 

 

“Actually, what Kevin said made sense. If all of this was just ye Zao’s self-directed and self-acting, then 

not only would ye Zao not hurt anyone’s interests, he would even raise a rock to hit his own feet. ” 



 

… 

 

On the other side. 

 

Mars was in a mess. 

 

No one had expected that the oasis project would suddenly change. They had not expected that the 

previously thriving plants would all be destroyed in an instant. 

 

Ye Zao held an emergency meeting overnight. All the top scientists from the Mars base gathered 

together to discuss a solution. 

 

“After all, the press conference was about to start. ” 

 

“At that time, Ye Zhuo would have to face the media all over the world. ” 

 

“If the OASIS project was announced to be a failure, Ye Zhuo’s reputation would be ruined. ” 

 

“Wen Zhi looked at the people around him who were in a hurry, and the corners of his mouth curled 

into a proud smile. ” 

 

They would never have thought that all of this was because of him. 

 

Wen Zhi felt a sense of accomplishment. 

 

“Although he did not have much of a presence in the base and did not even have the chance to speak to 

ye Zao, he had personally destroyed the myth that ye Zao had created. ” 

 

Could an ordinary person do it? 



 

It was impossible! 

 

“Thinking of this, Wen Zhi’s heart was filled with an irreplaceable sense of superiority. ” 

 

“If ye Zao knew that he was the one who caused all of this, Ye Zao would definitely collapse! ” 

 

“At this moment, professor Zhang ran over from not far away. “Assistant Wen!” ” 

 

“Wen Zhi immediately reacted and looked back. “Professor Zhang, you called for me.” ” 

 

“Yes.”Professor Zhang nodded and handed the information in his hands to him. “Please pass this to 

Captain Yu.” 

 

“Okay.”Wen Zhi took the information with both hands and nodded. 

 

“Professor Zhang continued, “The information in this is very important. It’s very important. You must not 

give it to anyone else! Only captain Yu can see it. Send it over immediately!” ” 

 

“”Okay, don’t worry,”wen zhi said, “I will definitely remember your words.” ” 

 

“Professor Zhang was initially suspicious of Wen Zhi because he felt that something was wrong with him 

recently. However, after listening to Yu Zifei’s words yesterday, he was no longer on guard against Wen 

Zhi, after all, Yu Zifei was the person who understood Wen Zhi the most. If even Yu Zifei said that Wen 

Zhi had no problems, then Wen Zhi definitely had no problems. ” 

 

“Professor Zhang nodded and said, “Go quickly!” ” 

 

Wen Zhi immediately turned around and walked towards Yu Zifei’s office. 

 



Professor Zhang also turned around and left. 

 

“After taking a few steps, he felt a little worried. After all, the documents were so important. It would be 

best if he delivered them personally. What if something went wrong? ” 

 

“Thinking of this, professor Zhang turned around and chased after him. ” 

 

“Professor Zhang!”Tang Mi’s anxious voice suddenly appeared in the air. 

 

“Team leader Tang.”Professor Zhang turned to look at Tang Mi. 

 

“Tang mi continued, “Miss Ye is looking for you. Please follow me.” ” 

 

“Okay.”Professor Zhang nodded. 

 

“After saying that, professor Zhang said with some worry, “I just gave the information to Captain Yu’s 

assistant, Xiao Wen, and asked Xiao Wen to send it over. There won’t be any problems, right?” ” 

 

“Tang mi said, “Don’t worry. Xiao Wen is Captain Yu’s personal assistant. He has been in the base for a 

long time. If anyone has any problems, he won’t have any problems.” ” 

 

“Speaking of which, Wen Zhi and Yu Zifei had a history. ” 

 

Wen Zhi’s hometown and Yu Zifei were together. 

 

“Therefore, during the interview, Yu Zifei valued Wen Zhi at first glance. ” 

 

“”You’re right.”Dr. Zhang nodded and continued, “I was being paranoid for a day. Don’t mind me, team 

leader Tang!” ” 
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“Tang mi smiled and said, “Professor Zhang, your starting point is also for the sake of the base.” ” 

 

“Little did she know that not far away, Wen Zhi had sneaked into the office and transmitted all the 

important information that Professor Zhang had given him back to Earth. ” 

 

“When Kevin saw this information, he stood up from his chair in excitement and hurriedly ran out of the 

laboratory, all the way to Professor Mi Jia Di’s office. ” 

 

“Seeing him like this, Mi Jia di immediately stood up and asked nervously, “Did something happen?” ” 

 

“Yes!”Kevin nodded. “Something big!” 

 

“Mi Jia di continued, “Ye Zhuo discovered Wen Zhi?” ” 

 

Kevin chuckled. “Of course not!” 

 

“Seeing Kevin like this, Mi Jia di heaved a sigh of relief. “Then what is it?” ” 

 

Kevin handed the communicator to Mi Jiadi. “Take a look for yourself.” 

 

“Mi Jiadi took the communicator. Her face was filled with shock. After a long while, she finally reacted. 

She raised her head and looked at Kevin. “Where did this come from?” ” 

 

“Kevin suppressed the excitement in his heart and continued, “Wenzhi sent it from Mars.” ” 

 



“After saying that, he added, “Professor, Can We Start Plan B Now? Let’s make another bet with China 

and take back the base that belongs to us in one GO!” ” 

 

“What if we lose?”Mi Jia di asked in return. 

 

“”Lose?”Kevin’s face was full of disbelief, and there was even a hint of ridicule. “How can we lose? Do 

you think ye Zao can still climb back up?” ” 

 

Unless ye Zao had three heads and six arms! 

 

“Kevin continued, “The current situation will only get worse and worse. Professor, if you don’t come to a 

conclusion, our base will really never be taken back!”As long as he thought about the base that originally 

belonged to country c.., but the right to use it had become China’s, Kevin felt extremely humiliated! ” 

 

“Since the founding of country C, there had never been such a thing. ” 

 

Mi Jiadi narrowed her eyes. “Let me think about it again.” 

 

“Seeing how indecisive Dr. Mi Jiadi was, Kevin was extremely anxious. ” 

 

It was now or never. 

 

“”Doctor, don’t think about it anymore!”Kevin continued, “While the CEN’s base is in a mess, let’s hurry 

up and sign the BET agreement. If one day our intelligence is exposed, we won’t be able to sign it even if 

we wanted to!” ” 

 

Mi Jiadi turned around and looked at Kevin. “Don’t you think that things were very wrong from the 

start?” 

 

The progress was a little too smooth. 

 



“With Mi Jiadi’s understanding of Ye Zao, Ye Zao should not be so stupid. ” 

 

“Kevin continued, “Are you still suspecting that ye Zao is acting?” ” 

 

“”Yes.”Mi Jiadi nodded. “Ye Zao is not an ordinary person to begin with. If this is her deception, then our 

C Nation’s technology will never be able to hold its head up in front of the rest of the world!” ” 

 

“If ye Zao was an ordinary person, he would not have created a legend that belonged to China’s aircraft 

carrier by himself. ” 

 

“Mi Jiadi continued, “I think we still need to carefully consider this matter.” ” 

 

“Seeing Mi Jiadi being so submissive, an evil fire ignited in Kevin’s heart. ” 

 

A person like Mi Jiadi would never be able to stand out in her entire life. 

 

No one knew how he got to his current position. 

 

“”Doctor, time is limited. We really can’t think about it anymore!”Kevin suppressed the anger in his 

heart, “We have to sign the betting agreement immediately. The era that belongs to Ye Zhuo has 

passed. Her ability to create an aircraft carrier is already a miracle machine. A person can not create 

miracles forever! There is a saying in China that goes, ‘when a man’s talents run out, he will run out.’the 

current ye Zhuo is that man! “There are all kinds of medicines in this world, but there is no medicine for 

regret, doctor! “Wake up!” ” 

 

“Mi Jiadi was very clear-headed now. It was precisely because she was clear-headed that she was 

hesitating. She turned her head to look at Kevin, “Calm down first and think carefully. If this document is 

really that important, can wen Zhi, a mere assistant, get it?” ” 

 

This kind of encrypted file should be under strict supervision. 

 

“But now, it was actually taken by Wen Zhi! ” 



 

Wen Zhi was just a mere assistant. 

 

“”Professor, now is not the time for you to worry about this or that. The most important thing now is to 

sign the betting agreement and take back the base that belongs to us! “Why don’t you 

understand?”Kevin continued, “You have no idea how chaotic Mars is now! They only want to solve the 

problem at hand right now. How can they have the mood to investigate other things! “Moreover, this 

document was originally meant for Yu Zifei. Wen Zhi is Yu Zifei’s assistant. Is it difficult for people to 

understand that Wen Zhi gave something to Yu Zifei through his hands?” ” 


